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NEXT MEETING:
CANCELLED due to COVID-19 but a Zoom virtual meeting will be held!

Friday, February 12th, 2021 at 7:00 PM
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(Northeast of the intersection of Fountain/Academy)
Colorado Springs, Colorado

January 8th, 2021 (Friday) – Cancelled but Zoom
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting held on Zoom.
February 12th, 2021 (Friday) – Cancelled but Zoom
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting held on Zoom.
March 12th, 2021 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: {to be determined}
Program: {to be determined}.
April 9th, 2021 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
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NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
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The Milepost, Volume 41, Number 2, February 2021, is published monthly, as an electronic
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky
Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually held on
the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop
(northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado, at 7:00
PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We would love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have
swap meets, train shows, and other model railroad (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective
owner unless otherwise noted. Please do not use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books,
web sites, etcetera, without explicit case-by case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at
the e-mail address of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Editor’s Thoughts
In January of 1949 the Model Railroader celebrated its 15th anniversary! The magazine was initiated in 1934,
wow that’s some time ago. The founding of the NMRA was a year later in 1935. I found an article that had a
section commenting on the “Battle of the Gauges” it interested me as I follow a number of British YouTube
channels who model in OO. Until I saw these, I hadn’t heard of OO. The article discussed the beginnings of
the different gauges, some of which remain popular today, but some have become obscure.
By 1935, there were four gauges in common use. The largest was tinplate standard, 2 1/8-inch gauge. Next
came O gauge, and for a while there was a bitter battle between the 17/64-inch and the ¼-inch proponents.
Ultimately the ¼ inch scale as it had simplicity and greater usage on its side won out. However, the 17/64inch scale had a hardcore user group as it was the correct scale for the 114-inch track gauge. An offshoot of
the battle of the O gauge was the Q gauge which was named for "quarter" as it was 1 3/16 inch or close to ¼
scale.
By the middle of the 1930s a battle royal was being waged between the 00 gauge and HO gauge enthusiast.
The original English numbering believed 0 gauge was smallest anyone would want. Thus, HO and OO meant
double-0 and half-0, which are weird combination of metric-foot scales used by both gauges. These gauges
originally started in England where the 3.5 mm to a foot and 4.0 mm to a foot scales ran on the same 16.5
mm track. OO scale was incorrect but made it possible to fit bigger motors in the locomotives. When the OO
came to the USA the track got widen to 19 mm.
Today in the UK OO still flourishes on HO track!
The other interesting aspect of the hobby to me was the beginning of standardization of the rolling stock
components like couplers and trucks in order that different manufacturers rolling stock could run together
on one’s model railroad.
In the 30s the battle between AC and DC raged, eventually DC won out in USA. Today we’ve seen some 25
years of DCC. The proposed standard was published in the October 1993 issue of the Model Railroader
magazine prior to its adoption.
Looking back over the history of model railroading in my lifetime shows me tremendous changes have come
with efforts to standardize and with the continual injection of technology. What’s next?
David

February Superintendent’s Notes
Zoom Meeting and Show & Tell
Part of what we do at our Zoom Division meetings is to have a show and tell. All members are welcome to
participate.
Here is the link for the Zoom meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86493099516?pwd=U3V5dmQ0VUxqNm1nM2pnWC9MTWRBQT09

Show and Tell
Tony showed us more of his detail work on shorty tank cars to make them more realistic.
Jack showed off his commercially available paper interior room vignettes compatible with LED lighting to add
more realism to model buildings.
Dave went deeper into the Internet of Things for Model Trains touching on an inventory system that reveals
the value of rolling stock and structures which would handy to show the source and cost for insurance or
replacement or expansion purposes.
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Mark showed the n-scale module assembly line and task force he created to create a home for his dad’s
circus train.
Wade showed his laser cut trusses for gondola loads. That opened up a discussion on what lasers can do.
John Emmott has got a very nice LED laser setup and is currently working on a Moffat Parlor car. I’ve got a
more DIY unit, an upgrade from the system my son set up, which should be running by the time the of
February meeting.

Fun with Lasers
Diode lasers features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portable and low weight (hundred grams with a heatsink).
Can be installed on any frame (compatible with GRBL, RepRap, Arduino, etc.).
Less powerful (no single diode can do more than 10-watt optical power).
Can be easily shipped almost anywhere without the risk of being damaged.
Does not require a complicated power system (requires stabilized current and voltage).
Have a wide spectrum of wavelength 405-1080 nm.
Can be relatively easy fiber coupled.
Have a long lifespan (if the diode is not working nothing really happens to it).

Co2 tubes features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More powerful (can reach 400 watts).
Very fragile (glass tubes can be damaged easily).
A complicated mirror system to aim the beam required (to aim the laser beam you need to use special mirrors
to transport the laser beam).
Can degrade within a few months (low quality tubes have high diffusion rate what makes them useless within
6-12 month).
Very hard to be fiber coupled (a special PIR fiber required to get laser radiation into the fiber).
Have a limited wavelength of 10.6 uM (10600 nm) (does not suit for metal etching without special paste).
Non-visible radiation (far infrared) from the Co2 laser makes it riskier to operate in the open system.

John and my son have diode lasers. I have a CO2 laser.
https://www.technology.org/2019/07/02/diode-lasers-vs-co2-laser-tubes/
Just remember, be careful with Co2 lasers!!

Professional systems have an open cover interlock or you can add one as we did.
Co2 lasers beams are invisible and ordinary sunglasses probably won’t protect you. Diode lasers operate in
visible light. Materials can be opaque or transparent at different frequencies.
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This is my K40 setup. The unit is on top of a $100 computer desk and exhausts outdoors through a four-inch
flexible vent through an MDF board in the bottom of a window. To the left is the “Smokey the Bear” pump
for the air assist (to blow out any potential fires caused by the laser). The Styrofoam ice chest holds a water
pump which circulates water to cool the laser in the back of the K40.
A 2x3 foot $18 board rests on the metal bars holding front and back legs of the desk.
I scanned images of old cardstock kit walls into Paint and imported monochrome images into Inkscape.
A USB cable runs to a nearby computer running Whisperer. Files exported from Inkscape are loaded into
Whisperer, free software compatible with the stock controller board in the K40.

John Campbell, who has authored several articles in model railroad magazines, talked about his experiences.
He also talked about an NCE compatible $100 Wi-Fi bus extender that allows phones or tablets to be used as
wireless throttles without an attached PC running JMRI as we do at train shows ---- remember them?
Anyway, I have ordered one and need to check it out on our layout downstairs:
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Here is a link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUV6UrxYBo8&ab_channel=FishplateFilms
At our last zoom meeting, we had very good attendance, interaction and content.

Battle for Tennessee Pass Continues
th

According to the January 4 issue of RT&S:
https://www.rtands.com/track-maintenance/colorado-pacific-again-accuses-union-pacific-of-monopolisticpractices/

Colorado Pacific Railroad is trying to break up what it believes is a monopoly following the
announcement that Rio Grande Pacific and Union Pacific came to an agreement to rehabilitate the
Tennessee Pass Line in Colorado.
Colorado Pacific Railroad will be filing a protest with the Surface Transportation Board asking the
agency not to approve the Union Pacific deal on the grounds that the Class 1 railroad company
maintains its “monopoly stranglehold across the Rocky Mountains in Colorado, in defiance of
concerns about the Tennessee Pass line stated by the Board in its decision in the 1996 UP-SP
merger case.”
Here is information from the Rio Grande Pacific Railroad:
https://rgpc.com/news/colorado-midland-pacific-railway-companys-cmp-commercial-agreement-on-thetennessee-pass-line/
For Immediate Release December 31, 2020 – EMBARGOED UNTIL COMPLETION OF STB FILING Commercial
Agreement secured for the Tennessee Pass Rail Line Eagle County, Colorado – Colorado Midland & Pacific
Railway Company (CMP) has entered into a commercial agreement with Union Pacific Railroad (UP) for the
majority of the Tennessee Pass rail line in Colorado owned by UP. CMP has filed for common-carrier
authority to operate the Tennessee Pass Line with the U.S. Surface Transportation Board, the federal agency
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that regulates railroads. CMP will assess the interest of the communities served by the Tennessee Pass Line
for commuter passenger rail services connecting the residential areas and workplaces of Eagle, Lake,
Chaffee, and Fremont counties. If there is interest, CMP will assist public agencies in obtaining funding for
establishing passenger rail services. CMP appreciates the state and local agency efforts already in progress to
bring commuter rail services to the Tennessee Pass Line, and intends to work with transportation agencies,
community groups, the State of Colorado, and the cities and counties served by the Tennessee Pass Line to
evaluate the feasibility of commuter and passenger rail services. CMP President Robert Bach said “We look
forward to engaging in the transportation planning work already underway to determine how the Tennessee
Pass Line might play a role. It’s exciting to bring this additional option to the table.” CMP also intends to
explore development opportunities for freight rail services originating or terminating on the Tennessee Pass
Line. Speculation that RGPC’s interest in Tennessee Pass is for the operation of trains carrying crude oil
from Utah is false. RGPC has no plan to operate oil trains over Tennessee Pass. Track and other
infrastructure will require rehabilitation before any service can begin.
https://trn.trains.com/news/news-wire/2021/01/11-colorado-pacific-files-objections-with-stb-to-tennesseepass-lease
WASHINGTON — Colorado Pacific Railroad and parent company KCVN have asked the Surface
Transportation Board to reject a request for permission to lease and operate Colorado’s Tennessee Pass line,
charging the filing from Rio Grande Pacific subsidiary Colorado Midland & Pacific contains “materially false
and misleading statements and representations.” It makes those claims regarding details of interchange at
both ends of the route.
In a filing to the STB posted late Friday, Colorado Pacific — which attempted to force a sale of the Tennessee
Pass line before Union Pacific reached a lease agreement with Rio Grande Pacific — also claims the Colorado
Midland & Pacific notice of exemption, which would allow it to operate the route, is not appropriate because
the proposed lease “is controversial [and] … contains a provision that would restrict competition and rail
traffic.”
In a second filing, Colorado Pacific and KCVN requested access to the confidential lease agreement between
Union Pacific and Colorado Midland & Pacific “to ascertain impacts of the interchange commitment
contained therein and any other restrictive provisions … on the business of Colorado Pacific and KCVN.”
Hayden Soloviev, vice chairman of Colorado Pacific’s parent company, had previously indicated the intention
to oppose the lease agreement on the grounds the lease allows Union Pacific to maintain a “monopoly
stranglehold” on rail traffic across the Rocky Mountains [see “Digest: S.S. Badger, last survivor of Great Lakes
rail car ferries …,” News Wire, Jan. 4, 2020]. The company’s first bid to force UP to sell it the line was rejected
by the STB early in 2020, but it was trying to build support for a second effort [see “Colorado Pacific says it
would offer passenger service …,” News Wire, Nov. 2, 2020] when Rio Grande Pacific announced its plans to
lease the route [see “Rio Grande Pacific reaches agreement with UP …,” News Wire, Dec. 31, 2020].
Another view of the battle. Note the discussion about the issues regarding the tunnels on each line:
https://coloradotimesrecorder.com/2021/01/colorado-railroad-wars-revived-in-battle-for-tennessee-passline/33702/
https://www.vaildaily.com/news/colorado-pacific-railroad-plans-to-persist-in-tennessee-pass-deal/
Latest update:
https://www.aspentimes.com/news/new-tennessee-pass-railroad-operator-pitches-minturn-we-areseeking-a-public-partnership/
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http://railfan.com/stb-says-it-needs-more-time-to-consider-tennessee-pass-lease/

PowerPoints on Line
As an experiment, I have posted a PowerPoint on 3D Printing and Lasering (that I intended to present at an
upcoming TECO train show) on the TECOshow.org website under the Presentation section of the Otherlinks
page. Technically, it’s a link to my OneDrive but it’s pretty seamless. No audio or animations in this one.
Could also do this on the ppdnmra website and any other club or historical society could do the same thing.
If anyone is interested, I’d be glad to share the instructions or provide assistance --- it’s not rocket science.
No audio or animations in this one.
I update it as work progresses on my K40 setup.

Upcoming Division & Local Events
Any events scheduled for 2021 are subject to cancellation.
May 22, 2021: TECO Train Show at Chapel Hills Mall.
September 2021: Regional Convention in Pueblo?
Information on Colorado and neighboring state events is posted on TECOshow.org.
Checkout the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
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Notes from The Siding
By John Emmot
I think I am a little short on news this month. The most exciting thing I know of is the move of a Moffat
caboose from its previous resting place in Ignacio, Colorado to the Moffat Road Railroad Museum in Granby.
The sixth wooden caboose built for the Denver Northwestern & Pacific (Moffat Road) was finished by Barney
& Smith as #10005 in 1906. It served faithfully on the line until 1936 when it was involved in a wreck.
Following their practice of never letting anything go to waste, the railroad salvaged the frame and built a
new steel-clad caboose on it in 1937. The new #10061 served The Denver & Salt Lake through the Rio
Grande merger and was renumbered as D&RGW #01392 in 1948. In 1951 it was sold to the National
Aluminate Corporation. In 1962, the D&RGW repurchased the car from the successor NALCO Chemical
Company as a weed sprayer. It is unclear if the caboose had been made into a sprayer by the chemical
company or not (it seems a reasonable possibility). The records do say it was equipped with double track
spray booms in 1964. As a spray car, one end was heavily modified for the side booms and the pumps and
tanks were added to the interior. It continued to serve the D&RGW as the #X301 until it was retired and sold
in Alamosa in 1977. The good news is that the Museum intends to restore it to the 1937 configuration for
display as an actual Moffat car. The truck bolsters do have D NW & P (the original name of the Moffat Road)
cast into them. That confirms their origin from 115 years ago.
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A bit closer to home, I have now brought my spray booth made from a retired microwave oven into the
basement where I hope to be able to paint even when the garage temperature is less than comfortable. I
have a bunch of projects backed up because of the need for paint. I hope this will resolve that problem. It
shares a desk and window vent with my laser cutter.

A couple of weeks ago a group of railroaders moved a substantial set of layout benchwork from a home in
Falcon to the depot in Calhan. It was done in anticipation of a sometime model railroad in the depot. The
Ngineers are planning for the future. The depot has been re-wired and the lights work ----when the
generator is running :>). Serious roof repair is still needed to advance the overall project. Again, if there is
anyone who is willing and able to work on a roof overhang or willing to sponsor a piece of the work, contact
me or Jim Jordan at 303-961 5929. It is a 501-C3 organization.
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I heard on Saturday that a few pieces of equipment from Jim Lipper’s Old Colony railroad had appeared at
Roy’s Trains. There were some locomotives and a couple of cabooses. Some of the old timers will remember
that Jim was a long time member of the PPD and participant with the module group. He was great modeler
and also had a wonderful mostly finished Old Colony layout in his basement. Jim was the architect of our
current highline modules and the Division also got another of his four-foot modules after his passing.
One final note: It is possible that I will have to miss the meeting on Friday (Yes, I know it has been years since
that happened). As of now, I am scheduled to get my second Covid-19 vaccine at 7PM that day. If I can
reschedule, I’ll try, but if not guess what takes precedent? If that is the case, someone will need to take a few
meeting minutes for posterity.
By the way; I would like to hear from anyone who bothers to look at the old Milepost files that I post to the
website. Does anyone read them? Does anyone read this?
I hope everyone is able to gather ‘round the ZOOM screen on Friday.
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January 2021 Minutes
Secretary, John Emmot
The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Superintendent, Joe Costa at 7:06 on a digital ZOOM
meeting. All of the officers and several members were present. Eventually, we had 12 Zoom boxes, some
with multiple members. We were glad to see several faces that have been absent for a while.
The minutes of the December Zoom-meeting were approved as published in the Milepost.

Treasurers Report:
Tony Pawlicki had provided a digital update on activity in the PPD bank account to the officers prior to the
meeting time. The tag for the Division trailer was renewed for $50.68 plus $1.00 service fee for an online
electronic check. The Bank statement hadn’t arrived with the interest credit so the exact cents weren’t
known. The activity statement was accepted as submitted.

New Business:
There was a wide-ranging discussion of Gerry Drewes’ end modules. While they are great for setups, there
was concern over where to store them and how to transport them to and from shows. The current trailer
can’t accommodate them and a larger trailer is probably not affordable for the PPD. John will ask Roy
Thompson if he has room to store them, but we would still have to find transportation if that was possible.
Mark will also look at possibilities. No decisions were taken and the topic remains open. Ideally, an NMRA
member who wishes to participate in the module group would take them and bring them to shows on a
continuing basis. They are well done and fully compatible with the existing modules. They consist of two 4foot square corners and two four foot long connecting modules. Gerry would like for them to remain intact.

Old Business:
No old business was brought up.

Contest:
There was no formal contest.

Program:
Joe discussed a way to post power point presentations to the PPD and TECO websites using Microsoft
OneDrive or other external storage.
Jack Sousa showed some printable building interiors.
Dave Bristow expanded on his use of the Internet of Things. He has created programs that work with
hardware and software applications. Some hardware apps include DCC, turnouts and signals. Software apps
include JMRI, RFID and inventory. It was pointed out that an accurate inventory can be valuable for
insurance purposes.
John Campbell noted his track cleaner article in the February Model Railroader. He discussed his interactions
with various magazine editors. He also covered his experience with WiFiTrax interface with the NCE DCC
system. It is a single circuit board that interfaces a cellphone app directly to the NCE buss. It is a means of
avoiding the NCE radio interference problem and doesn’t need a computer and router to make the
connection with JMRI.
Mark Fuerstenberger provided pictures and narration about a 20-day sprint to build a 28-foot N scale layout
that would accommodate the 32 car Ringling Brothers Circus train that his father had assembled. It was
finished just in time to be setup in his basement for Christmas. Pictures and story may appear in a future
Milepost.
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Tony Pawlicki described some additional details included in the upgrades for his MDC shorty tankers. He
discussed the differences between GATX and Trinity cars. He was able to share close-up pictures of the
freight cars.
Wade Mountz showed and discussed the evolution of a gondola load of roof trusses for his railroad. After
discovering that assembling a whole load of rafters piece by piece would exceed his comfort level, he asked
Joe to try cutting them with his son’s laser cutter. This worked well after the removal of the laser burn marks
from the visible sides and bundling the pile.
Meeting adjourned at 9:05.

3 NKP Covered Hoppers – Detailing and TECO-Prep
(A Work in Progress)

By Tony Pawlicki
Roy’s Trains had a bargain on offer that I couldn’t resist, a 3-pack of finely-detailed KATO HO scale Nickel
Plate 2-bay covered hoppers. Really beautifully engineered plastic models! To upgrade some details and
prepare them for service on TECO train show layout operations (discussed in an earlier article about TECOtoughening), I made some modifications, as shown in the accompanying photos.

The 3-pack kit box.

The pre-painted body casting of NKP 91085 after installation of the hatch covers. (No, I’m not yet fanatical
enough to replace the 3 x 8 = 24 cast-on hatch cover handles with formed wire; maybe some other century.)
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Scheme for carving off the end sill cast-on grab irons so they can be replaced by formed wire grab irons.
Shown are the carving tool (removes material with minimal disturbance of the surrounding material) and the
way to hold the delicate body shell firmly while the carving was done.
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Scheme for using a milling machine to remove the cast-on roof walk corner grab irons so they can be
replaced by formed wire grab irons and an eye-bolt at the corner. (The corner grabs are in an eye-catching
location, so are worth upgrading.) The jig has a pocket to hold the bottom’s 3 pins and one offset block (that
spaces the corner walk away from the roof). The corner walk lies dead flat in the pocket and is then held
down to the overall aluminum plate. The whole assembly is then slid beneath the end mill to remove the old
cast-on corner grab. The sliding is done manually with the assembly sliding on another aluminum plate that
lies atop the bed of the UNIMAT 3 milling machine. Notice that the assembly is big enough that one can keep
one’s fingers safely away from the whirling end mill.

Weathered trucks and wheelsets, using techniques described in an earlier Milepost article.

Adding weight to the hopper bays: # 7.5 lead shot held in place with 40 mil styrene sheets glued in place,
topped off with the pathetically inadequate weights that came with the kit. For solid, reliable tracking in
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TECO service (don’t want any derailments at inter-module connections), I like to weight at least a little above
the NMRA standard.

Overhaul of the truck attachment – discard self-tapping screws, drill and tap for 2-56 machine screws for
reliable and maintainable mounting. Overhaul of the coupler complex. Original had plastic couplers

(into the trash with them) and coupler pocket covers that installed via a pin into a hole in the pivot.
How much could one possibly do in this area? Quite a bit, actually. Modifications were:
•

•
•
•
•

Use Kadee #5 couplers for strength and vertical misalignment tolerance. This is really important at intermodule connections – a lesson drummed into me painfully by repeated spontaneous uncoupling events at
TECO shows: “Hey, mister engineer! Your train broke in half!”
Remove the pocket cover pin and drill the location for 1-72 machine screw clearance.
Add a shim to remove vertical slop of the coupler shank in the pocket – Kadee #5 shank is thinner than the
original plastic coupler’s shank.
Add 40-mil square styrene attachment for cut lever and drill a 20-mil hole to receive the cut lever.
Drill and tap the pivot for 1-72 machine screw, providing strength and maintainability and preventing the
pocket cover from popping off in service – that pin-in-hole scheme either needed gluing (interfering with
future maintenance) or would be prone to popping off at just the wrong moment.

Maybe next month I’ll finish these beauties. (No promises, this is a hobby, not a job.)

What’s in a Name?
by Frank Adams
It’s a sunny summer’s day in 1886 along Colorado’s front range as the former Denver and Rio Grande
locomotive Ute, now proudly sporting the number 6, pulls into the Omaha and Grant smelter in Globeville1.

1

Today a neighborhood in north Denver.
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The locomotive has traveled 17 miles with the first shipment of bituminous coal2 by the Colorado and
Eastern Railroad3 from its mine at Scranton. Daily (except on Sunday) shipments would continue for only two
years because the large gold and silver smelter grew tired of having to mix the Scranton coal with straw to
get it to burn. After the loss of their only customer the Colorado and Eastern would continue to operate the
train for a while for passenger and mail service before the company turned to land speculation.

Figure 1 - Colorado Railroad Map4
Scranton, Colorado, today part of the sprawling Denver International Airport complex, had a post office
during the few years the coal mine was in operation but the town was never platted or incorporated.
“Scranton” is a family name, the city in Northeastern Pennsylvania famous for anthracite coal mining having
been named for the brothers Selden T. and George W. Scranton in 1856. As a native of Scranton, PA, the
author was curious why (other than the obvious coal mining connection) that name was chosen for this
short-lived Colorado town.
Most residents agree that the author’s boyhood home, Moscow, PA (some 9 miles from Scranton) was
named for the capital city of Russia. In 1851, Leander L. Griffin opened the first general store in Moscow. On
a trip to Philadelphia to buy merchandise, Griffin was asked for his address for the delivery, he replied that
his business was at a crossroads on the Philadelphia and Great Bend Turnpike, but the settlement did not
have a name. The clerk suggested he ask his postmaster. Griffin replied that he was the postmaster. The
clerk said well then, it’s up to you to call the place something and quickly offered a suggestion. Why not
name it after the city with that great bell? The clerk was referring to Moscow, Russia, where the largest bell
ever cast, the 200-ton “Tsar Bell,” had just been recovered and placed on display. While the bell was cooling
from its 1737 casting, a fire broke out in the Kremlin. Cold water intended to douse the fire cracked the bell
2

Most likely Lignite, often referred to as brown coal. It is considered the lowest rank of coal due to its relatively low
heat content.
3
For more information on what the New York Times called in 1902 the "Most Remarkable Railroad in America" please
see Narrow Gauge East from Denver: The Colorado Eastern Railroad by P. R. Griswold and John C. Newell
Pruett Publishing Co, Boulder (1982)
4
Photographed by the Author at the Colorado Railroad Museum Library, Golden, CO.
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causing a 12-ton piece to fall off. Then when the supporting scaffolding burned, the entire bell fell back
down into the casting pit where it would remain for 99 years. Napoleon Bonaparte, during his occupation of
Moscow in 1812, considered taking it as a trophy, but his men were unable get it out of the hole. The broken
bell is still on display at the Kremlin. Old timers believe that on Judgment Day, it will be miraculously repaired
and lifted up to heaven, where it will ring the blagovest (Russian Orthodox call to prayer).
Strange as it may sound, digging the world’s largest bell out of a hole in the ground was big news and naming
your town was one way of participating in the excitement. In fact, Smith Falls, Vermont, changed its name to
Moscow in honor of the event. Twenty years later a native of Moscow, PA, Samuel Neff moved west and
having become the settlements postmaster named it after his hometown. Today Neff’s Moscow is home to
the University of Idaho.
Could something similar be responsible for Scranton, Colorado? Fortunately for research, the Colorado and
Eastern Railroad was involved in a number of legal proceedings. Legal records are notoriously long lived. The
author is reminded of eavesdropping on a conversation between the archivist and a visitor while reviewing
material at the Pennsylvania State Archives in Harrisburg. The lady was researching her family genealogy and
mentioned that an uncle had once been incarcerated at the Eastern State Penitentiary. The archivist said,
“that’s great!” and the lady replied that the family didn’t exactly share his sentiment. The archivist went on
to explain that if you do nothing in your life there’s few written records to find, but once you get arrested
that “permanent record” your teachers threatened lives forever! One name in an 1890 dispute between the
Colorado and Eastern and the Union Pacific over crossing the former Denver Pacific route out of Denver at
East Forty-Eighth Avenue and Josephine Street was Mattes.
Philip V. Mattes was a Scranton, PA lawyer famous for establishing the rights of surface landowners against
mine subsidence induced by the coal companies. Although Scranton recorded a population of 35,000 in
1856, the year it officially became a city, most of the land was still owned by the coal companies. While
retaining the mineral rights, the coal companies sold off their surface land to provide homes for their
workers and make a profit off the fast-growing city. The Scranton brother’s Lackawanna Iron & Coal
Company was the largest landowner in the city, and they knew there could be problems if you built a city on
top of active coal mines. To account for this, they added a legal clause (later called the cut-throat provision)
to land deeds limiting their liability.

“Excepting and reserving, however, unto said company, their successors and assigns, all coal
and minerals beneath the surface of the belonging to said lot with the sole right and
privilege to mine and remove the same by any subterranean process incident to the
business of mining without thereby incurring in any event whatever any liability of injury
caused, or damage done to the surface of said lot, or to the building or improvements which
now are or hereby may be put thereon.”5
Every other coal company selling surface land followed suit. When the land was first purchased, there was
no real danger since the coal mines underneath the city were still relatively full and activity being mined.
During the initial coal mining process, large chucks of coal, called pillars, were left in place throughout the
mine to maintain the underground workings structural integrity. In most cases this meant that more than
half of the available coal was being used just to hold up the mine! The problems started when the coal veins
began to run out. With the initial expense of opening the mine and the continual cost of operating pumps to
keep the mines dry, how could the company justify leaving more than half of the coal just sitting
underground?
By the time the mines started to collapse, the people living above were generations removed from the
original landowners who had signed the deeds with the “cut-throat” provision. The liability clauses were
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passed down to subsequent owners in their deeds and those owners were outraged at the devastation
caused by removing the pillars and began to fight back.
On February 3, 1919, without warning, a major subsidence occurred in Hyde Park, Scranton. “Whole rows of
buildings in the heart of Hyde Park collapsed; sidewalks were upended; sewer, gas, and water lines burst.”6
Philip Mattes was instrumental in writing and lobbying the state legislature for the Kohler Act which was
passed on May 27, 1921. The act made it a penal offense to cave in any structure occupied by human beings
without securing advanced approval from the Mine-Cave Commission, with the exception of the structures
owned by the coal company doing the mining.7
Fifty years earlier, Philip Mattes uncle Edward C. Mattes had been instrumental in saving the Mayor of
Scranton from a violent mob of striking coal miners. The Scranton general strike was a widespread work
stoppage in 1877 which took place as part of the Great Railroad Strike. The strike began in late July when
railroad workers walked off the job in protest of recent wage cuts, and within three days it grew to include
perhaps thousands of workers from a variety of industries. Violence erupted on August 1 after a mob
attacked the town's mayor, and then clashed with local militia, leaving four dead and many more wounded.
State and federal troops were called and imposed martial law.
When Edward Mattes contracted tuberculosis later that year, he moved to Pueblo, Colorado where he
quickly recovered. In addition to owning 160 acres of land that would later become Fort Carson during World
War 2, Edward Mattes name appears as a Colorado and Eastern corporate officer on that 1890 lawsuit!
So, like in the case of Samuel Neff in Moscow, Idaho, was Edward Mattes responsible for naming the coal
mine in Colorado after his hometown of Scranton, PA? While no one will ever know for certain, this is just
one of the thousands of stories from Pennsylvania anthracite coal mining and the associated railroad
transportation systems it built. Since William and Maurice Wurts, founders of the Delaware and Hudson
Company, started the first anthracite coal mine in Carbondale, PA just north of Scranton, in 1831, for the
next 100 years, the anthracite reserves of Northeastern Pennsylvania would fuel the American Industrial
Revolution.
The director of the Lackawanna County Historical Society is fond of saying, you tell me a story and I’ll tell you
the Scranton connection. To facilitate research and historical storytelling such as this, in 2010 the author
established a website covering the northern most of the three major anthracite coal fields in Pennsylvania.
www.northernfield.info is available free of charge to any interested researcher.
Now if you ever come across anyone modeling the Colorado and Eastern, you can tell them the “rest of the
story.”

Building a “Truss” Load for a Gondola
By Wade Mountz
My initial planning was for building a load of building roof truss’s out of basswood that would fit into any 40’
open gondola and not to exceed the rooftop of a regular 40’ boxcar.
My first attempt was using my #2 Exacto knife to see how close my (guessed) dimensions of 35’ x 11’ would
work. Not the best idea, it looked like I was in my first year of art class. Then I got out my “Chopper” which
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doctrine of regulatory taking which stands to this day.
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was better but not good enough to produce over a dozen identical truss’s. I needed a template like a lumber
yard in the 1960’s might have used. Much better but not good enough for a dozen or so exact trusses.

Very rough template on left - hand written drawing on right.

Template by itself.

First scratch-built examples made W/Exacto knife before Chopper try.
This project was not going well. I e-mailed both Joe C. & John E. for thoughts of using a 3D printer that I
know both were familiar with. Joe got back with me first saying that I should go with a laser cutter to cut
basswood and that his son had one. This might work, let’s do it Joe. I sketched out a simple diagram in pencil
on table paper using my 7th grade mechanical drawing skills that Joe thought was “good enough” for
government work. My final drawing would only be 35 feet wide and 10 feet high instead of 11 feet. It’s as
close to realistic as I ever get.
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Diagram of the work to be completed burned into basswood.

Three exact examples completed by both Joe & his son and laser.
Somehow, Joe and his son got more that I had expected finished and they looked very good and they were
ALL the same size. They had experimented themselves with different thicknesses of basswood and laser heat
intensity to best cut through the basswood. Scorching of the basswood was all that kept them from being
absolutely perfect. Sanding could eliminate as much of the scorching as I required. First, I did one at a time,
then several and finally about 15 using a sponge sanding block I had on hand.

About 30 finished trusses with sanding block to remove scorch marks.
Getting the gondola ready requires very minor weathering. I try to use 36-inch metal wheels and Kadee
couplers whenever I can. I dust the trucks with any kind of dusty/rusty spray paint that I have that day that
isn’t dried up. The inside of the gondola required some inside wood padding to ensure scuffing inside was
minimized.
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Gondola showing minor weathering to trucks and knuckle coupler.

Gondola with added wooden cushions to inside of car.
As soon as I checked the coupler height and saw how it tracks around the track, I gave myself a welldeserved C+.

Gondola with loaded truss’s – ready for shipment to destination.

RAILS
(Railway Administration and Information Logical System)

By David Bristow
RAILS started as an exercise used to teach object-oriented designs using an unclassified subject to create use
cases for requirements definition (see https://kjcrr.org/rails/rails-use-cases) some two decades ago. The
concept evolved into a services-oriented architecture and then to micro services architecture.
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Micro Services Model
IoT again as a teaching vehicle provided the impetus to create some real components of RAILS for my model
railroad. See my article in the October 2018 Milepost. In the PPD meeting of March 2019 I gave a
presentation of an initial application for managing RFID readers. The physical model showing hardware
components has been updated as seen in the following drawing.
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That micro services architectural approach is being implemented using Docker containerization and MEVN
single page applications (SPAs) developed in JavaScript. The software is being develop as open source,
available to anyone who is interested.
Docker is an open platform for developing, shipping, and running applications. Docker provides the ability to
package and run an application in a loosely isolated environment called a container. Unlike using virtual
machines Docker runs directly within the host machine’s kernel, so that Docker images can be deployed on
Windows 10, Mac OS and Linux.
MEVN is a technology stack of frameworks and tools used to develop a software product. These frameworks
and tools have been specifically chosen to provide the functionality of your software in the most optimized
way.

MEVN Stack
MEVN stack is the open-source JavaScript software stack that has emerged as a new and evolving way to
build powerful and dynamic web applications. Its software components can be used to effectively design
frontend and backend development and improve the functionality of your website or app. The stack is
comprised of:
•
•

•

MongoDB: A document-oriented, No-SQL database used to store the application data.
ExpressJS: A framework layered on top of NodeJS, used to build the backend of a site using NodeJS functions
and structures. Since NodeJS was primarily developed to run JavaScript on a machine instead of making
websites, ExpressJS was created for the latter purpose.
Vue JS: VueJS is referred to as a client-side framework and is especially used in front-end web development. It
has two-way data binding that allows seamless frontend development along with MVC capability and
interactive server-side applications.

Rolling Stock RFID Manager (RSRM) is the SPA that handles the RFID tag read by the micro controller and
determines if the tag has been associated with a piece of rolling stock. The application shows the rolling
stock or not registered. For those not registered the user can assign a road name and number.

RSRM page showing rolling stock read

RSRM registration popup

Model Railroad Inventory Manager (MRIM) is a SPA to manage rollingstock and structures of a model
railroad.
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MRIM opening page providing summary

MRIM list of rollingstock filtered by Road Name

RIM detail popup of a rolling stock

MRIM update of a rolling stock

MRIM locomotive inventory
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MRIM provides a small set of PDF reports AAR Codes, Companies, Images, RFID Rolling Stock sortable by
Road Name and Road Number or AAR Code or Status. MRIM supports the export inventories in either JSON
or CSV and imports files in CSV.
Model Project and Purchase Manager (MPPM) is another SPA to manage information about purchases and
projects accomplished by a user. The user can assign a purchase to a project to provide a total coat of that
project.

MPPM opening page providing summary

MPPM listing of projects

MPPM listing of purchases
If you are interested in additional information, would like to run the software, or have a demo please contact
David at dave@bristow-family.org
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